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SUBJECT: QUAD CITIES RELIEF VALVE BLO'.|CC',A TEST pROGPRt

Some time ago, General Electric had indicated to your Mr. John Riesland
that a report documenting our analysis of the Quad Cities relief valve
blowdown tests would be submitted to the AEC in mid April,1973.

This letter is intended to inform you of the current status of the
subject report. At this time, all engineering analytical work has been
completed, the report is in the publication cycle, and will be trans-
mitted by May 14, 1973.

As was discussed with Mr. Riesland, both static and dynamic analysis
have been perfomed to detemine the behavior of the torus during the
relief valve piping clearing transient which results from the opening
of a relief valve at reactor operating pressure. Our studies have
concluded that the dynamic analysis is the proper mechanism for evalua-
tion of the phenomena.

As a result of these evaluations, the following significant conclusions
have been reached:

1. The analytical results support the conclusion that the allowable
design parameters will not be exceeded in the torus or ECCS suction
header due to forces resulting from the opening of relief valves in
any torus / light bulb type containment with a design pressure of
56 psig or greater.
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2. In answer to Mr. Riesland's recent question, based on this analysis,
there is no concern about the fatigue life of the torus or ring
header during the life of the plant. Considering the combination
of cycles and stress levels involved during relief valve opening
incidents, the usage factors are very low.

3. For containments with lesser design pressures, it is our judgment
that the structure will be adequate to contain the expected forces
involved during relief valve opening incidents and that, therefore,
no significant safety problems exist. Further confinnation of their
containment adequacy is available due to the fact that single and
multiple relief valve openings have occurred at these plants with
no noticeable adverse effects.

We trust that the foregoing information will be of help to you during
the short interim period until final publication of the report.
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